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HWG support for NFM: TA support

Situational Analysis
- Analysis of past and present epidemiology of malaria, and recent progress in its control including risk mapping

National Strategic Planning
- Strategic plan review and updating
- Operational plan costing
- Technical support
- Capacity development planning
- Programmatic and financial gap analysis

Concept Note
- Consultation and process management
- CCM governance support
- Concept note development
HWG Support: Technical Assistance

Support will be tailored on a country by country basis and will include:

- Support for in-country consultative workshops
- internal consultants
- external consultants
- external partner joint mission support
HWG support: “Mock TRP” meetings

HWG will convene a series of meetings to support countries in the preparation of the NFM concept notes. Mock TRPs allow country peer review of strategic plans and concept notes and allow a pressure testing of selected priority interventions:

- Meeting to facilitate peer review of national strategic plans and 3 year operational plans – 10-14 March 2014
- Francophone mock TRP for first wave countries (countries submitting in time for the May/June 2013 TRP) in Dakar from 7-11 April 2014
- Anglophone mock TRP for first wave countries in Harare from 14-17 April.
HWG support: Partner Orientation meetings

- HWG will convene consultant/partner NFM training workshops in conjunction with each meeting.
- HWG will organize webinars on key technical and NFM areas as required.
- Second wave countries will be oriented in back to back workshops.
- HWG will provide remote expert review of near final concept notes and provide updated implementation and technical guidance.